OUR WATER
Minnehaha: A Watershed’s Tale
Telling the Water Cycle Story
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See the creek’s running water? That water may have fallen as rain just last week,
but the water itself has been around as long as the Earth!
Earth has a fixed amount of water. The same water just keeps going around and
around in what we call the Water Cycle. The cycle disperses water far and wide to
sustain the world and our place in it.
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If The Creek’s Water Could Talk ...
With the water cycle, the creek could tell amazing stories:
When the first fish crawled onto land many millions of
year ago, this water might have been in that marsh.
When Romans built their first aqueduct, this water
might have rushed over it. And when you drink the
best lemonade ever some hot day in the future,
this water might be in that glass too.
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Best Lemonade Ever

Does The Creek Laugh?
While it may not really tell stories, it’s been
suggested that the creek “laughs.” In his
popular poem Hiawatha, Longfellow named
his heroine Minnehaha and translated it
as “laughing water.” Actually, the name
Minnehaha derives from the Dakota word
for “waterfall”: mnihaha. Loosely, “minne”
is “water” and “haha” is “fall.”
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Evapotranspiration...
Evaporation from surface waters and the land along with
transpiration from plants.
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Condensation...
Water vapor in the air changes into liquid water as the
temperature in the atmosphere drops.
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Precipitation...
Water releases from clouds in the form of rain, sleet, snow,
or hail when the air becomes saturated.
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Runoff...
Excess rain or meltwater flows over the landscape if it
cannot soak into the ground.
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Infiltration...
Water on the surface penetrates the soil, soaking into the
ground and eventually replenishing the water table.
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Collection...
The storage of water in lakes, rivers, underground aquifers,
oceans and glaciers, from where the cycle begins anew.
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“

What the river does not know is
not worth knowing. Lord!
The times we have had together.
— Rat, The Wind in the Willows
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OUR PLACE
What Is a Watershed?
The Setting for the Story
A watershed is where the water cycle interacts with the land. Think of it as a backdrop,
like the setting for a story, through which water finds its way.
Technically, a watershed is an area of land that drains into a common water body.
You’re in one now: the Minnehaha Creek Watershed! In this watershed, rainfall flows
into two main bodies of water: Lake Minnetonka and Minnehaha Creek.

From Small to All
Your view is just a small part of the bigger picture.
A watershed basin can be the size of a neighborhood
or larger than a state. But like a chapter is to a book,
they’re all connected.
Topography determines how water flows.
Ridges and hilltops act as divides that separate the
watershed into individual basins.
Photo credit: RockbrookCamp.com

An Epic Journey Through Winding Watersheds
Water emptying from Lake Minnetonka forms Minnehaha Creek. It weaves its way down
Minnehaha’s 22-mile length, passing many areas of scenic beauty and historic significance.
Minnehaha Falls lies at the eastern end of Minnehaha Creek. Shortly after plunging down the
falls, water joins the Mississippi River. From there, it’s a mere 1,800-mile ride before the mighty
Mississippi empties into the Gulf of Mexico.
The Minnehaha Creek Watershed is nestled in the Upper Mississippi River Basin, which is a part of
the larger watershed of the Mississippi River. Stretching from the Appalachians to the east slope of
the Rockies, it drains all or parts of 31 states—that’s over 40% of the continental United States!

Your Connection
If you live in the Minnehaha Creek Watershed, your
neighborhood is included in this map. Can you find your place?

Find
Your
Place!
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X marks the spot where you stand now. As part of the watershed,
all these cities have an essential connection to this place—
as does the place where you live.
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FROM THE PAST
Once Upon a Time
A Hidden Story
Prior to settlement, oak savannas, big woods and prairies covered the watershed. These
forests and grasslands surrounded the remnants of long-gone glaciers: our lakes and rivers.
Starting around 6000 BCE, the first people in this area, the Paleo Indians, stalked big game
like bison. As local climate changed over the millennia, the big-game herds moved west.
Descendents of the Paleo would continue to hunt, fish and harvest plants during seasonal
migrations through the area’s wilderness.

Pre-settlement Landscape of Watershed

Native Americans left their mark but the clues of
their presence remained mostly hidden, cloaked in
the natural cycles of the landscape.

Pre-settlement
6000 BCE
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A Secret No More
French voyageurs arrived in what’s now Minnesota in the 17th century, claiming it for
France in 1682. Finding an ideal habitat for animals with high-quality furs, traders came long
distances to trap throughout the region. By the time the United States annexed the area in
the early 1800s, local Dakota were trading furs with the American Fur Company at Mendota.
Then in 1822, rumors circulated amongst the military regiment stationed at Fort Snelling:
Native Americans were keeping secret an “inland sea” upstream from the nearby waterfall.
A pair of wayward teenagers at the Fort undertook an adventure into uncharted territory.
Traveling the length of the creek, they reached that so-called inland sea: Lake Minnetonka.

Currents of Change
As pressure mounted for westward migration, the 1851
Treaty of Traverse des Sioux ceded land to the American
government, opening vast areas for settlement. The creek
became a conduit for expansion.
With waterpower fueling the industrial revolution, between
1853 and 1874 several lumber and flour mills popped
up along the creek—at that time a bigger and swifter
waterway. Cities like Minnetonka, Edina and Richfield
developed around each mill site and its roads and rail links.

Glaciers shaped Minnesota’s geography
during the ice age. The landscape
changes that began with European
settlement have been no less dramatic.

INTO THE PRESENT
The Landscape Changes
Turning a Page
The creek we know today really started taking shape in 1897. A dam was built at Lake Minnetonka’s
Gray’s Bay—the source of Minnehaha Creek. This helped moderate the waterway’s flow.
An era came to an end: Mills that remained along the now-lazy creek shut down as waterpower waned,
while burgeoning road networks bypassed it and made waterway transportation obsolete.
The creek was no longer the center of community life.

When the “Straight and Narrow” Isn’t Good
Cities within the watershed grew exponentially. In 1949 the first of several dredging
projects took place on the creek. Local governments sought new venues for industry
and housing—by straightening the creek, they made it easier to build along its banks.
However, consequences were serious!
As development spread unchecked, the area’s waters suffered mightily…

Downstream flooding surged with disruption of the creek’s natural path
Biodiversity was reduced as marshes were drained and woodlands cut
Pollution and erosion increased as natural buffers were eliminated

1949

Dredging (aka, changing a
waterway’s path through digging)
was common throughout the
corridor but the environmental
impacts were rarely considered.

you are here

1901

(natural water systems mostly intact)

you are here

1954

(remaining water systems degraded)

The creek degraded over time, mostly due to changes in the landscape. The watershed was
fractured by political boundaries and decisions were made without fully considering the
impacts on water flow and water quality.

After Crisis, Water Becomes Part of the Plan

And
that was
trouble

The U.S. Army was called in to
break through when icy spring
flooding ravaged neighborhoods
at the eastern end of the creek.

1966

By the 1960s, it was becoming clear to local leaders that successful water management and urban
planning went hand in hand. Then in 1966 an ice-choked creek flooded Minneapolis neighborhoods.
Momentum gathered for action in the next year:

The Minnehaha Creek Watershed District was formed!

Photo credits: Minnesota Historical Society

FINDING BALANCE
Blending Nature & Neighborhoods
Can Communities Coexist with Nature?
Of course! In fact, they can thrive because of it.

SOCIAL

ENVIRONMENT

GOAL

In the past our cities built themselves at the expense of the creek, but we now recognize the great
losses of that pursuit. Coming full circle, today’s urban development along the corridor involves
restoring a healthy creek—one that mimics its natural course in pre-settlement times.
The creek is no longer a challenge to civic expansion. It is a corridor of opportunity.

ECONOMY
A Greenway Corridor = Economic Sense
A greenway is a strip of nature within an urban area, set aside for recreation and conservation.
While money may not grow on trees, a greenway corridor produces many environmental benefits
with obvious financial advantages, such as reductions in pollution and flooding.

Balanced Urban Ecology

But there are economic efficiencies too: It makes the most of our space by integrating transportation,
leisure activities and green infrastructure, all within neighborhoods that are easy to access.

The goal is finding a middle ground between
social, economic and environmental interests.

Who Needs a Greenway?

Better Health

Consider the following: *
Health! The American Journal of Preventive Medicine reports that people
who live in neighborhoods with trails, greenways and parks are twice as
healthy as those who live in neighborhoods without such facilities.
Happiness! The journal Psychological Science reveals that increases in
green space correspond to decreases in depression and a general bump in
life satisfaction.

Health & Wellness

You do, that’s who!

Consumer appeal! Studies show a decrease in home prices for every
foot away from a green space. Put another way, properties adjacent to a
greenway were valued 30% higher than those located 3,000 feet away.

Worse Health

The more green space in a
neighborhood, the better a
person’s health on average

Less Green

More Green

Amount of Green Space

“

One touch of nature makes
the whole world kin.
— William Shakespeare

”

A Greenway Is the Environment’s Water Filter
A greenway is a powerhouse for environmental fitness. It can greatly reduce runoff
(and its associated pollution) while recharging groundwater supplies. In contrast, a typical
urban “hardscape” produces floods of runoff, which wash pollution into surface waters.

Natural Ground Cover
40% evapotranspiration

Pavement & Compaction
30% evapotranspiration

10% runoff
25% shallow
infiltration

25% deep
infiltration

55% runoff
10% shallow
infiltration

What’s the moral of this story?
The more greenways, the better!
Photo credit: Aldo Abelleira

* Studies reported in URBAN LAND - The Magazine of the Urban Land Institute.
“Open Spaces and Active Transportation” by Elizabeth Shreeve, January 2014

5% deep
infiltration

A SHARED VISION
Minnehaha Creek Greenway
Restoring the Creek and Community Connections
For decades, the section of creek where you’re standing now was treated like a stormwater ditch, earning it a
designation as the most degraded stretch of the waterway. This place became a blight from many viewpoints,
isolating neighborhoods and limiting access by those living and working nearby.
The incentive for the Minnehaha Creek Watershed District to restore this segment of the corridor was clear.
But the daunting question for this huge task remained: “How?”

Cultivating a Shared Vision for a Greenway Corridor
When the Minnehaha Creek Watershed District looked at ways to improve this stretch of creek, it was
clear the district could not do it alone. An integrated planning approach was needed, one that considered
the social, economic and environmental interests—Balanced Urban Ecology was put into action.
After developing countless partnerships with businesses, citizen groups, government agencies and
non-profits, the district and its partners are well on their way to realizing their shared vision for this area:

A Healthy Creek That Is a Resource to Its Community

You are here in the Minnehaha Creek Greenway,
which connects multiple modes of transportation
and community destinations.

BEFORE

AFTER

Through careful design of a shared vision, there are about 50 acres of accessible green space and
two miles of new trail network. Here are a few ways the greenway helps the community:
Connects neighborhoods and job centers to housing, recreation and open space ...
600 housing units are now within a few-minute walk of several transit options
Offsets regulatory requirements, catalyzing business expansion and employment
Decreases public infrastructure costs through innovative partnerships ...
550 acres of stormwater management; 1.5 miles of restored stream channel

Photo credit: Minneapolis Parks and Recreation Board

Restoring the creek while improving accessibility:
The result combines better water quality with
more fun! And that is to the benefit of us all.

PROTECT
The Creek’s Story Is Ours to Write
The Next 150 Years...
Next time you stroll along the creek, or boat or swim on one of the watershed’s lakes, take a moment
to think what it looked like 150 years ago. Now ask, How do you want it to look 150 years from now?
The choice is ours. We get to write the watershed’s tale.
When there’s a storm, water runs off rooftops and pavement, taking grime with it to nearby lakes and
the creek. You can make a difference by following these tips to create a nature-friendly landscape.

Do
Your
Part!

Capture precipitation for
re-use using rain barrels.

Add compost to garden beds
to keep soil healthy, reducing
fertilizer usage.

Use mulch to help soil retain moisture.
Sweep pavement to keep
debris from washing into
storm drains.

Install pavers to let water
infiltrate the ground.

Homeowner Top 10
for Cleaner Water

Identify insects to ensure the right
treatment. Try alternatives to
chemicals whenever possible.
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Redirect Runoff ...
Route downspouts away from pavement and into your
yard to let water soak into the soil.

2

Capture Storm Water ...
Install a rain garden or rain barrels to catch runoff on
your property before it flows into storm drains.

3

Sweep Pavement ...
Pick up grass clippings, leaves, excess fertilizer and
de-icing salt left on pavement.

4

Scoop Poop ...
Grab a bag when you grab a leash. Prevent your pet’s
waste from washing into waterways.

Frogs will flee pollution, and so will many other beneficial critters ...
Maintaining your vehicle is important. Spilled oil and antifreeze can wash off
pavement, causing damage to nearby water bodies, including the creek.
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Use Chemicals Wisely ...
Store them securely. Use only those specific to your needs.
Consider other remedies for weeds and pests.

Keep your car tuned, fix leaks and take used fluids to a recycling center!
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Keep a Healthy Lawn ...
Aerate turf, seed bare patches and mow at a higher
setting. Thick, deep-rooted grass prevents erosion.
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Replace Turf with Native Plants ...
Better yet, swap lawn for low-maintenance native plants.

8

Make It Permeable ...
Replace some concrete surfaces with pavers or porous
pavement to allow runoff to infiltrate the ground.

9

Adopt a Drain ...
Keep storm drains free of debris, which otherwise might
wash into lakes and the creek.

10

Get Involved ...
Become a volunteer and take action for clean water.

Plant native vegetation, which
requires less maintenance and
creates habitat.

A Spill That Kills

Frogs Forced to Flee!

“

”

UNLESS someone like you cares
a whole awful lot, nothing is
going to get better. It’s not.
— Dr. Seuss, The Lorax

ENJOY
A Slice of the Wild in our Backyard
Connections in More Ways Than One
The creek is more than a drainage connection from Lake Minnetonka to the Mississippi. It’s an urban corridor for wildlife:
It helps connect fragmented habitats for animals while also connecting us to nature.
Minnehaha Creek is a slice of the wild right in our backyard, intersecting diverse neighborhoods along its way.
That makes it a resource that connects communities. Tranquil woodlands, expansive wetlands,
dense urban landscapes and scenic parkland—it’s all here, and it’s all ours.

The reward of conservation is the chance to
enjoy this historic and beautiful treasure.
Visit a park, take a walk, bike the trails or
fish a lake—open your eyes and ears to the
wonders of the watershed.

Explore the Watershed – There’s a Lot to Find!
The watershed includes Minnehaha Creek, Lake Minnetonka, the Minneapolis Chain of Lakes and
Minnehaha Falls. There are 8 major creeks, 129 lakes and thousands of wetlands. The creek flows 22 miles
from Lake Minnetonka to Minnehaha Falls, affording adventure through an urban wilderness.
With its parks, trails and canoe launches, the watershed’s fun is accessible in lots of ways and lots of places.

Paddling Minnehaha Creek typically takes about eight hours, although you may want to tackle it in
stretches. It starts at Gray’s Bay in Minnetonka, where it flows through undeveloped wetlands and natural
areas. As you float through Hopkins and St. Louis Park, it becomes more urbanized, then more residential as
it snakes through backyards in Edina, and flanked by trails and parkways as it flows through Minneapolis.

Photo credit: Peter Stratmoen

Get maps, creek condition reports and more information: MinnehahaCreek.org/Enjoy/

